
Soft Self-Closing Full-Extension Slides

(02K49.35+)

The following instructions were provided by the manufacturer.

Quick Installation Guide

(Step 1) Before you start

A. Read the quick installation guide first before installation.
B. Recommended screws for fixing - flat head 6mm euro system screw or #8 pan head screws. Each   
 side of slide requires at least 6 screws.

(Step 2) Technical specifications for drawer or pull-out shelf

A. Drawer or pulling-out shelf must be at least   
 12.7mm or 1/2" narrower than cabinet open  
 ing on each side (Dimension A)
 *drawer or pulling-out shelf can not be nar  
 rower than cabinet opening than 13.5mm   
 in each side. (Soft close drawer gap ranged   
 from 12.7mm to 13.5mm)

B. Bottom of drawer or pulling-out shelf bottom shall have 6.4mm or 1/4" minimum clearance from the   
 bottom of Cabinet (Dimension B).
C. Mark a 61mm or 2-2/5" line from the bottom of cabinet (Dimension C).
D. Mark a 44mm or 1-3/4" line for the bottom of drawer (Dimension D).

(Step 3) Install cabinet member to cabinet

A. Push down or lift up release trigger on the right or left to disconnect the drawer member.
B. Align top of cabinet member to the 61mm or 2-2/5" line, and place slide 2mm backward from cabinet   
 opening.
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C. Fix the slides through the most flexible holes on breather tab for best slide performance. Leave the   
 screw loose for final adjustment. Move the slides back and forth, and make sure no screw is bound.

(Step 4) Install drawer member to drawer

A. Align top of drawer member to the 44mm or 1-3/4" line, and place drawer member 2mm backward   
 from the drawer front or the pulling-out shelf edge. Shall the silencing cushion be used, place drawer   
 member 5.2mm backward.
B. Fix the drawer member through vertical slots for vertical adjustment. Leave the screw loose for final   
 adjustment.
    
(Step 5) Insert drawer into cabinet

Make sure the bearing retainers are fully forward. Insert drawer member into the cabinet member, and 
then close the drawer completely.

(Step 6) Final Adjustment

Try to open and close the drawer to see if the soft close and slides function correctly. If so, secure the 
screws and install additional screws as necessary. If not, please make adjustment till soft close and slides 
function correctly.


